May 8, 2018
Carl Gabrielse
Gabrielse Law Plc
240 E 8th Street
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 403-0374
carl@gabrielselaw.com
Re: Revised letter report for Phase I shovel testing, ground penetrating radar investigation, and
ground-truth testing of Anomalies identified during GPR survey at the site of the proposed
marina and area associated with proposed Saugatuck Marina in Allegan County, Michigan.
Dear Mr. Gabrielse:
Please accept this revised letter report detailing the results of the Phase I shovel testing (STPs)
and ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey of the proposed Marina Basin project area (herein
‘Marina’) (Figure 1 and Figure 2). This revised letter report replaces previous versions dated
February 7, 2018, March 26, 2018, and April 18, 2018. The purpose for the current revision is
to provide an update on the artifact analysis which was not complete at the time of the last letter
report on April 18, 2018. As of this writing, all artifacts now have been processed and a
catalogue has been created. The current letter report includes additional information regarding
archaeological testing at the proposed project area. As defined here, the Marina includes a
development site that will consist of a disturbance area of 35,475 m2 (8.8 acres) for the
excavation and construction of a new 6.49 acre marina.1 As proposed in a 2017 research design
(Purtill 2017), the Marina was investigated through a combination of STPs and GPR survey.
Shovel testing and GPR testing was conducted over 29,137.4 m2 (~7.2 acres) of land in the
northeastern portion of the project area. The remainder of the project area to the southwest was
subject to GPR survey and limited shovel testing to better define boundaries of archaeological
material. In general, GPR survey provided comprehensive coverage of areas thought to
potentially contain remains of the nineteenth century Village of Singapore (20AE619), herein
Singapore. Certain limited areas could not be surveyed due to the presence of obstacles
including trees, push piles, and portions of the eastern slip face of the large parabolic sand dune
complex that lines the valley.

It should be noted that the “Revised Marina Boundary” depicts the total area of disturbance for construction of the
proposed boat basin. It is smaller than the original 90-foot buffer used in previous letter reports and research designs.
It is this larger area consisting of 55,846.6 m2 (13.8 acres) that was surveyed out of an abundance of caution. Final
engineering has determined that the actual disturbance area is restricted to 35,475 m2 (8.8 acres).
1
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Figure 1. View of the Marina within the broader geographic setting. Inset images show project
area at various resolutions including the relative position on Kalamazoo River and Lake
Michigan.
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Figure 2. View of the Marina area against aerial backdrop and showing the location of shovel
tests and bucket augers. Inset image shows Marina in a broader context including position on
Kalamazoo River and Lake Michigan.
Fieldwork reported here was conducted in five separate mobilizations: (1) December 1 through
3, 2017; (2) December 18 through 22, 2017; (3) January 10 through 14, 2018; (4) March 5
through 10, 2018; and (5) April 8, 2018. The field crew included variously of Kaylee Ellrod,
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Dana Northam, Lindsey Cron, Robin Johnson, Nora Hillard, Charity Munro, Evan Olinger,
Tyler Reinholdt, and Sarah Terheide. Cecelia Szmutko and Shelby Frideger-Cornett were crew
chiefs during the second mobilization. All work was conducted under the direction of Matthew
Purtill (M.A., M.A., PhD [ABD]). Shovel testing was conducted during the first and fifth
mobilizations. GPR survey and limited ground-truthing of anomalies was conducted during the
second and third mobilizations. Additional ground-truthing of anomalies was conducted during
the fourth mobilization. The first, second, fourth, and fifth mobilizations occurred in snow-free
conditions; whereas the third mobilization occurred during mixed conditions of snow-free and
snow and ice precipitation. Snow and ice precipitation actually aided GPR survey by facilitating
movement of the antenna across the ground.
The project area is located within a ca. 200-m wide valley situated between two large parabolic,
transgressive sand dune complexes. The southwestern portion of the Marina is relatively
featureless and once contained the Broward Marine facility and other associated residences.
This area was sparsely treed at the time of survey and deforested at the time of the fourth
mobilization. The northeastern section of the project area consists of an actively migrating dune
field up to 2 m in height with rolling topography.
Shovel testing and bucket augering
STPs were excavated within the dune field and across a portion of the area containing the
Broward Marine facility (Figure 3). Testing interval was 15-m and all tests were excavated to
between 50 and 100 cm below the surface except in instances where high water table was
encountered. This active dune field has limited soil development as profiles ranged between ABw-C, A-BC-C, or AC-C horizonation. In some cases, continuous sediment deposition has
resulted in a lack of pedogenic profile development (i.e., presence of only a C horizon). Soil
textures are >80% sand content and predominately are classified as a sand or loamy sand. In
some cases, tests revealed profiles with laminated sands and buried AC horizons attesting to the
active nature of the dune field (Figure 4). Eolian processes would be expected to be actively
burying and scouring portions of the landscape. Surface visibility varied from 30 to 100%.
A total of 169 shovel test locations were excavated/inspected by AAL crew (Figure 2). Shovel
tests were divided into two testing areas: STP Area A and B (Figure 2). STP Area A included
122 shovel tests over approximately 6.3 acres of active dunes in the northeastern portion of the
proposed marina area. In STP Area A all shovel tests were excavated to a minimal depth of 50
cm. At four of these locations, shovel tests were augered an additional 60 cm to a total depth of
1.2 m to better describe site stratigraphy (Table 1). STP Area B represented approximately 2.5
acres of land in the area containing the Broward Marine facility. As discussed in detail below,
shovel tests were excavated in this section of the project area to better define areas being
recommended as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) based on ground
penetrating radar (GPR) and ground-truth testing. All shovel tests in STP Area B were
excavated to between 80 and 100 cm.
Collectively, 50 of the 167 shovel test probes were positive for historic artifacts and a single
prehistoric/protohistoric artifact. In some cases, artifacts were not recovered directly from
shovel test probes but instead were collected from the immediate vicinity at the modern surface.
Generally, only diagnostic artifacts at the surface thought to date to the 19th through mid-20th C.
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were collected. Various modern debris at the surface were identified, but not collected, including
items manufactured from aluminum, metal, plastic, rock-aggregate, and modern glass. All
artifacts recovered from subaerial deposits were collected and analyzed.

Figure 3. View of shovel test area within active dune field in STP Area A, looking southwest.
Note the lack of organic matter and patchy tree sections. Also note the linear alignment of low
dunes in the background.

Figure 4. View of Shovel Test 76 in STP Area A showing laminated sands and buried A horizon.
Such profiles are a good indication that this dune field is active and sediment transportation
and deposition are ongoing processes.
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Table 1. Bucket auger (BA) test results for the Marina
ID
BA5
BA6

Shovel Test
STP 0
STP 5

BA7

STP 34

BA8

STP 81

Depths (cm)
0-120
0-9

Horizons
C
O

Munsell
2.5Y 7/4
10YR 4/4

Description
massive fine sand
massive, fine sand

9-29
29-120
0-33
33-53
53-120
0-110

AC
C
AC1
AC2
BC
C1

10YR 7/4
10YR 7/4
10YR 5/4
10YR 7/1
7.5YR 5/4
10YR 5/4

massive, fine sand
massive, medium sand
massive, medium sand
massive, medium sand
massive, medium sand
massive, medium sand

110-120

C2

7.5YR 6/4

massive, coarse sand

GPR Survey
The GPR survey was conducted using a 200 mH antenna and within 0.5 m intervals. In general,
signal strength was good to depths of between 4 and 6 m, at which point signal attenuation
occurred likely in response to saturated sediments. Just over 30,000 m2 (~7.4 acres) of land was
surveyed by GPR. In a few cases, 20x20 m GPR blocks could not be entirely surveyed due to
various obstacles, including the eastern edge of the large parabolic dune which encroaches upon
the western edge of the Marina GPR grid in the 0 E and 200 N grid line areas (Figure 5 and
Figure 6). In additional to potential cultural resource anomalies, GPR survey helped document
the stratigraphy of the Marina which aided in understanding the development of the Marina
landscape (Figure 7).
GPR post-processing and interpretation revealed a variety of anomalies throughout the project
area, although most were concentrated in the southwestern section. Sixty-nine of the anomalies
thought to represent the highest potential for yielding cultural deposits of archaeological interest,
so-called strong-case anomalies, were identified in the upper 0.8 m of sediment (Figure 8). This
terminal depth represents the lowest level that produced artifacts during archaeological testing
and also represent the depth at which the water table was often reached. To investigate these
anomalies, 84, ~2x3-m ground-truth (GT) units were excavated.
Ground-Truth (GT) Units
A total of 89 GPR anomalies were investigated during both the initial GPR survey fieldwork
and during the fourth mobilization that followed post-processing and interpretation of collected
data. Investigation was designed to better determine if identified strong-case anomalies
represented cultural features or deposits (Figure 8). Investigation included hand coring with a
bucket auger and mechanical excavation of 84, ~2x3-m GT units (Figure 9). Two additional GT
units were planned for excavation, but were not initiated (i) due to close proximity to natural
gas line (3-31) and (ii) as a means to preserve potential buried midden deposits that were
revealed during other testing (3-18). Mechanical excavation included use of small tracked
backhoe. In cases where cultural features or deposits were encountered, excavations were
restricted so as not to remove the entire deposit. In cases where no cultural deposits were
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identified, excavation proceeded until the water table was reached, typically at depths no deeper
than 1.2 m. Excavation below the water table was limited due to continued wall collapse of the
sandy matrix.

Figure 5. View of Marina showing GPR grid. Red denotes blocks that were subject to GPR
survey. Coordinates within GPR blocks represent Northing, Easting coordinates.
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Figure 6. View of GPR blocks 140 N, 60 E and 140 N, 80 E being surveyed during the second
mobilization, looking northeast. Foreground is area that previously contained the Broward
Marine facility.

Figure 7. A 20-m north to south transect of GPR Block 80 N, 20 E (Line 21) showing
sedimentary structures including eolian topset and foreset beds. Foreset beds consist of >20
degree dip angles suggesting that they represent lee-side of migrating dunes. Slightly undulating
topset beds may also mark the location of ephemeral buried A-E-Bw horizonation (see below).
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Forty-three GT units failed to reveal cultural resources and contained natural, undisturbed,
stratigraphic profiles (Figure 10 and Figure 12). In these cases, identified anomalies likely reflect
the detection of natural soil horizons or miscellaneous metal objects or logs/stumps that are
commonly buried across the southwestern portion of the Marina area. Two units (2-25 and 226) were located in the area where a modern residence once existed. No evidence of a basement
or intact stone foundation was identified for this modern residence.
Twelve GT units (2-1, 2-6, 2-10, 2-27, 2-29, 3-12, 3-15a, 3-19, 3-50, 3-54, 3-55, and 3-41), and
several shovel tests, contained anomalies classified as ‘historic2 fill layer(s)’ which reflect
relatively shallow, <0.5 m, mostly modern, fill sediment (Figure 11). These anomalies included
various gravel lenses, gravel-filled trenches, and buried A horizons/midden soils. Most of these
anomalies appear related to the Broward Marine facility or other modern disturbances. Artifacts
were rare and generally modern in age although a few 19th C. objects were intermixed with the
deposits. In some areas, a thin layer of minimally decomposed logs/stumps/branches were
encountered that represent earlier logging activity and burial of debris.
Twelve GT units (3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-13, 3-30, 3-37, 3-38, 3-39, and 3-51), and several
shovel tests, contained anomalies classified as ‘buried surface/historic fill layer(s)’ (Figure 13).
These anomalies largely reflect artifact-poor buried A horizons, or surfaces, subsequently buried
by some combination of natural eolian processes and man-caused modifications (e.g., grading).
Importantly, these surfaces failed to yield substantial archaeological deposits. These anomalies
are restricted to the western edge of the project area in close proximity to the large parabolic
sand dunes.
Two GT units (2-11 and 3-15) revealed historic pit features (Pit Feature 1 and 2) at the base of
the modern A horizon. Pit Feature 1 was identified in unit 3-15 and measured 1 by 0.67 m in
extent within the unit (Figure 14). The pit extends to the southwest outside of the unit. A fairly
dense concentration of artifacts were recovered from the top of this pit including burnt faunal
remains, a square nail, and various pieces of metal, glass, and ceramics, several of which are
burned. These deposits suggest a domestic function and likely dates to the 19th C. The total depth
of the pit is unknown but it likely is shallow given the high water table and sandy matrix. No
evidence of lining (brick or stone) was identified in the exposed portion of the feature. Based
on the assemblage, it seems likely that Pit Feature 1 represents a deposit associated with
Singapore. In the case of 2-11 (Pit Feature 2), the pit was a 1.5 by 1.5 m irregular pit containing
several stumps, logs, and 2 bricks. This pit appears modern and likely related to grading and
construction associated with the Broward Marine facility.
Six GT units (2-10, 3-16, 3-17, 3-43, 3-44, and 3-45) restricted to the western edge of the project
area contained artifact-rich buried midden sediment at depths up to 0.75 m below the modern
surface (Figure 15 and Figure 16). In some cases, midden is separated from the modern A
horizon by up to 0.3 m of sterile C horizon sediment. In other cases, the modern A horizon and
underlying midden soil are merged or show little separation. Clear midden was not observed in
all GT units for this area. Generally, midden in this area of the project area contained modest to
For this report, the term ‘Historic’ is used to denote a temporal period roughly between 1805 and ~1960 that is
associated with early Euro-American occupation of Michigan. The term does not imply ‘significance’ or
‘importance’ as related to potential National Register eligibility requirements within Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966.
2
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dense concentrations of early to middle 19th C. artifacts including whiteware, pearlware,
stoneware, glass, miscellaneous metal, square nails, bricks, metal hardware, porcelain, and
faunal remains. A piece of early 19th C. black-transfer print whiteware decorated with a Carolina
print pattern represents an early 19th C. British import (Figure 17). This plate was manufactured
by Ralph Hall & Co, or Ralph Hall & Son, in the Staffordshire pottery district of England
between 1822 and 1848. It is interesting to note that Singapore’s founder, Oshea Wilder, lived
in London, England, between 1821 and 1823 (Lorenz 1983: 25).
Importantly, modern artifacts were not identified from buried midden soils. In general, this
section of the project area contained a high number of early 19th C. artifacts when compared to
other areas. Recovered artifacts suggests intact midden soil dating to the early occupation of the
area. Significantly, intact midden containing 19th C. artifacts appears spatially restricted to the
western edge of the valley.
GPR survey and ground truthing also was successful in identifying five historic foundations, or
foundation remnants (Figure 18 and Figure 19). Historic Foundation 1 is thought to date to the
early twentieth century based on the recovery of a machine-manufactured art-deco cider bottle
embossed with “Famous Houses Cherry Cider Co Saugatuck Michigan“ and rebar-reinforced
concrete blocks. The foundation walls are thin (<6 inches) and darker fill is located inside the
structure. The exact size and function of the structure is unclear. It is possible that it represents
a septic tank associated with the nearby house listed on Figure 5. If not a septic tank, it may
represent a small outbuilding. Given the thin-walled nature of the foundation, it likely does not
represent a substantial structure or a residence.
Historic Foundation 2 represents a partially demolished foundation for a brick and mortared
river cobble structure that may represent a former residence (Figure 19). A single round nail
also was recovered and bricks appear professionally made (not handmade). The lack of
diagnostic artifacts makes dating this feature difficult although the lack of modern debris
suggests at least an early twentieth century age. A nineteenth century construction date cannot
be discounted with current evidence.
Historic Foundation 3 is represented by a dense scatter of brick, metal objects (including a
large hinge), coal, slag, glass, stoneware, whiteware, and gravel. This scatter was identified
during excavation of four GT units (3-9, 3-10, 3-47, 3-48) which were placed to investigate
three closely aligned GPR anomalies (A-120-0-01, A-100-0-02, and A-120-0-03). Excavation
was terminated after ~0.3 m to minimize damage to the deposit, although portions of these units
were excavated deeper (0.5 m) to determine total deposit depth. The artifact scatter appears
restricted to the upper 0.3 m of sediment.
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Figure 8. Marina project area showing location of strong-case GPR anomalies. Anomalies are
grouped by depth category and several overlap spatially. Final shapes are merely
interpretations of often discontinuous data clusters and electromagnetic hot spots.
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Figure 9. Marina project area showing location of strong-case GPR anomalies and distribution
of GT units excavated to investigate them.
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Table 2. GPR anomalies tested through mechanical excavation and results.
Anomalies
Tested
A-0-60-01

GT
unit
2-1

Northing

Easting

Depth
(m)
1.2

565208.6

Cultural
Results
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Negative

4725241.6

565177.3

A-120-80-02

2-2

4725369.387

A-120-80-03

2-3

4725358.959

A-140-0-01

2-4

A-140-0-02

1

dense layer of wood debris
and gleyed soils
-

565203.7

Negative

1

buried A/Bw horizon at 0.7 m

4725379.72

565127

Negative

1.5

-

2-5

4725389.14

565129.1

Negative

1.5

-

A-140-60-01

2-6

4725387.39

565187.6

1.2

fill up to 0.5 m

A-140-80-01

2-7

4725391.295

565196

Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Negative

1.2

-

A-160-0-01

2-8

4725395.18

565118.4

Negative

1

A-160-0-02

2-9

4725405.19

565128.1

Negative

1.6

A-160-0-03

2-10

4725410.54

565131.9

1

A-180-60-01

2-11

4725431.79

565176.4

Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Pit Feature 2

water table shallow,
encountered at 0.8 m
water table eventually
encountered at 1.6 m, little
deeper than neighoring units
artifacts derive from the upper
0.8 m

A-200-80-01

2-12

4725455.129

565202.3

Negative

1

A-20-80-01
(later identified
as A-20-80-04
in postprocessing)
A-240-180-01

2-13

4725274.054

565212.1

Historic
Foundation 2

1

2-14

4725487.014

565303.4

Negative

1.2

-

A-240-180-02

2-15

4725493.078

565304

Negative

1.2

-

A-240-180-03

2-16

4725486.678

565309.7

Negative

1.4

E horizon at 0.5 m, Fe
staining
cross-bedded bedding planes

1

Comments

found 1.5x1.5 m 'pit' with
buried logs/stumps, 2 bricks,
and few modern historic
artifacts (not collected)
water table shallow,
encountered at 0.75 m
brick and river-cobble
structure

A-240-200-01

2-17

4725483.296

565326.1

Negative

1.5

A-240-200-02
(later identified
as A-240-20004 in postprocessing)
A-240-200-03

2-18

4725494.707

565323.1

Negative

1.5

water table shallow,
encountered at 1 m

2-19

4725491.023

565325

Negative

1.5

A-260-160-01

2-20

4725504.803

565283.1

Negative

1.2

buried A-E-Bw horizon found
at 0.5 m below surface
-

A-260-160-02

2-21

4725511.951

565277.3

Negative

1.5

A-320-200-03

2-22

4725572.119

565314.8

Negative

1

A-360-240-01

2-23

4725606.451

565351.5

Negative

1.5

A-360-240-02

2-24

4725603.621

565361.4

Negative

1.5

A-60-80-01

2-25

4725307.587

565212.4

Modern
Building Debris

1

investigated large concrete
piece at surface
water table shallow,
encountered at 0.6 m
water table shallow,
encountered at 0.9 m
water table shallow,
encountered at 1 m
modern debris in upper 0.5 m
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Anomalies
Tested
A-60-80-03

GT
unit
2-26

Northing

Easting

4725301.5

565210.2

A-80-60-01

2-27

4725319.509

565188.4

A-80-60-02

2-28

4725321.04

565193

A-80-60-03

2-29

4725334.901

565186.8

Cultural
Results
Modern
Building Debris
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Historic
Foundation 1

Depth
(m)
1

Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Negative

1.3

1
1

1.3

Comments
modern debris in upper 0.5 m
artifacts restricted to upper 0.4
m
thin-walled, ribar reinforced
concrete foundation with dark
fill
trench-like feature, artifacts
recovered from upper 0.5 m
-

A-80-80-01

2-30

4725329.917

565213.6

A-40-0-08; A40-0-10

3-1

4725289.998

565129.8

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)

1.2

A-40-0-08; A40-0-10

3-2

4725284.442

565142.3

0.85

A-120-20-01

3-3

4725345.711

565143.1

A-120-20-01

3-4

4725333.064

565140.6

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)

A-100-20-01

3-5

4725344.335

565153.5

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)

1.2

A-80-20-01

3-6

4725320.893

565155.3

1.2

A-100-0-01

3-7

4725337.033

565120.9

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Negative

1.2

midden/surface merged with
A horizon, 0-.4 m, some
whiteware and bricks (not
collected)
buried midden/surface
between .15-.35 m, below A
horizon,
buried midden/surface
between .2-.5 m, below A
horizon, no artifacts
buried midden/surface
between .2-.4 m, below A
horizon, metal bolt in midden
(not collected)
buried midden/surface
between .35-.5 m, below A
horizon, some brick,
pearlware, and transfer-print
whiteware from buried
midden/surface
buried midden/surface
between .35-.55 m, below A
horizon
very wet area

A-100-0-01

3-8

4725352.199

565117.2

Negative

1.2

-

A-120-0-01

3-9

4725356.464

565125.7

Historic
Foundation 3

0.5

A-100-0-02

3-10

4725351.68

565125.6

Historic
Foundation 3

0.5

A-80-40-01

3-11

4725330

565168

Negative

1.3

dense layer of brick, metal,
coal, slag, gravel. A
demolished structure
foundation
dense layer of brick, metal,
coal, slag, gravel. A
demolished structure
foundation
-

A-80-60-05; A80-60-04

3-12

4725327.687

565185.8

Historic Fill
Layer(s)

1.2

A-80-60-07

3-13

4725326.566

565193.3

1.2

A-140-60-02;
A-120-60-01
A-140-60-04;
A-140-60-05;
A-140-80-02

3-14

4725385.103

565184.4

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Negative

3-15

4725391.433

565192.6

Pit Feature 1

0.3

1.2

1.2

20-cm gravel lens below A
horizon; buried A horizon at 1
m (no artifacts)
midden/surface merged with
modern A horizon, only brick
(not collected)
squared pit feature edge
measuring (within block) 1 m
E-W, .67 m N-S. Extends to
South appears shallow and
contains burnt fauna, square
nail, metal, melted glass, and
ceramics.
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Anomalies
Tested
A-120-60-01

GT
unit
3-15a

Northing

Easting

Cultural
Results
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Unexcavated

Depth
(m)
1.2

4725380.10

565185.83

A-160-0-05

3-16

4725394.622

565124.3

A-160-0-10; A160-0-04

3-17

4725406.189

565125.4

A-160-0-09

3-18

4725407.975

565133.2

0.7

565215.8

Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Negative

1

not excavated to preserve
possible 19 C. midden
5-cm thick gravel lense below
A horizon
-

A-180-60-02;
A-180-60-03
A-160-100-01;
A-160-100-02
A-200-100-01

3-19

4725425.715

565185

3-20

4725408.571

3-21

4725449.528

565233.8

Negative

1

-

A-220-100-01

3-22

4725474.103

565214.9

Negative

1

A-220-100-01

3-23

4725491.724

565209.2

Negative

1

A-180-140-01

3-24

4725422.413

565257.4

Negative

1

thin buried A horizon at 1 m,
no artifacts
thin buried A horizon at 1 m,
no artifacts
-

A-200-160-01

3-25

4725452.007

565286.7

Negative

1

-

A-260-200-01

3-26

4725510.639

565317.2

Negative

1.1

-

A-360-240-03

3-27

4725617.107

565360.3

Negative

1

several large stumps/logs

1.1

0.85

Comments
20-cm thick gravel lense, no
artifacts
dark midden below A horizon
between .36-.5 m (stoneware,
whiteware, porcelain, metal,
glass)
dark midden below A horizon
between .55-.75 m
(whiteware)

A-340-240-01

3-28

4725599.215

565353.5

Negative

0.9

several large stumps/logs

A-260-260-05;
A-260-260-02;
A-260-260-01
A-40-0-08; A40-0-01

3-29

4725515.746

565380

Negative

1.2

-

3-30

4725286.486

565120.8

1.2

midden/surface merged with
modern A horizon

A-20-80-02; A20-80-03; A-2080-04
A-40-80-01

3-31

4725270.544

565209

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Unexcavated

3-32

4725280.31

565209.8

Historic
Foundation 5

0.4

A-160-80-04

3-33

4725408.491

565211.9

Negative

1.2

not excavated due to
proximity to natural gas
pipeline
layer of gravel below A,
encountered large concrete
blocks, brick, and circular
stain/feature containing a
large number of square nails.
-

A-160-80-03

3-34

4725415.9

565213.3

Negative

1.2

-

A-160-80-01

3-35

4725411.666

565200.4

Negative

1

A-160-80-02

3-36

4725410.714

565197.1

Negative

1

Large piece of sheet metal and
intact bottle (modern)
-

A-180-80-01;
A-180-60-02

3-37

4725432.878

565193.6

1

buried midden/surface
between .2-.36 m, no artifacts

A-200-80-02

3-38

4725442.66

565194.7

1

buried midden/surface
between .2-.4 m, no artifacts

A-200-80-03

3-39

4725438.453

565199.6

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)

1

buried midden/surface
between .2-.4 m, no artifacts
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Anomalies
Tested
A-180-40-01

GT
unit
3-40

Northing

Easting

Cultural
Results
Negative

Depth
(m)
1.35

Comments

4725424.549

565162.1

A-180-40-03

3-41

4725423.623

565165.3

Historic Fill
Layer(s)

1.2

4725418.225

565170.7

Negative

1.2

3-43

4725399.188

565121.1

1.2

A-160-0-07

3-44

4725394.717

565120.8

Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)

shallow, gravel-filled trench
running east to west,
approximately 1 m wide and
.4 m deep below A horizon,
no artifacts
heavy concentration of
aluminum objects (likely
associated with Broward
Marine facility)
dark midden below A horizon
between .2-.35 m (large fauna
bone [clavical], possible
domesticated animal)

A-180-40-02

3-42

A-160-0-08

A-160-0-06

3-45

4725400.478

565125.7

1.3

A-260-260-03

3-46

4725510.954

565378

Possibly intact
19th C.
midden,
Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Negative

1.2

-

A-120-0-02

3-47

4725358.229

565126.6

Historic
Foundation 3

0.5

A-120-0-03

3-48

4725358.8

565127.4

Historic
Foundation 3

0.5

A-80-40-01

3-49

4725333.234

565170.3

Historic
Foundation 4

0.55

A-80-60-09

3-50

4725327.571

565191.2

Historic Fill
Layer(s)

1.2

A-80-60-08

3-51

4725323.954

565193.6

1.2

A-140-80-02

3-52

4725387.073

565208.3

Buried
surface/historic
fill layer(s)
Negative

1

dense layer of brick, metal,
coal, slag, gravel. A
demolished structure
foundation
dense layer of brick, metal,
coal, slag, gravel. Also
stoneware and glass A
demolished structure
foundation
partially demolished concrete
block foundation with
possible post holes (30-35 cm
diameter), maybe shallow
trench for Broward Marine
facility - alumimum washer
associated, but no other
artifacts
thin gravel lens below A
horizon; buried A horizon
between 0.9 and 1.1 m (no
artifacts)
midden/surface merged with
modern A horizon down to .4
m
-

A-140-60-03;
A-120-60-01
A-220-100-01

3-53

4725392.592

565184.5

Negative

1

-

3-54

4725492.288

565203.4

1.2

A-40-0-03; A40-0-08

3-55

4725285.313

565135.4

Historic Fill
Layer(s)
Historic Fill
Layer(s)

thin gravel lens at .36 m
below A horizon
thin gravel lens at .36 m
below A horizon, 1 wiredrawn nail (not collected)

1

1.2

-

extended block (2x4 m), dark
midden/surface below A
horizon between 0.2-0.35 m dense artifacts including,
whiteware, pearlware, and
brick.
dark midden below A horizon
between .2-.5 m (pearlware)
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Figure 10. East wall of backhoe unit excavated to investigate GPR Anomaly 240-200-03. No
cultural resources were identified in this unit. Please note ephemeral A-E horizon at ~ 0.5 m
depth. Water table was reached at ~1 m depth and unit began to fill with water shortly after this
image was taken.

Figure 11. View of west wall of GT unit 3-19 showing a profile of natural A horizon, cultural
gravel lens, remnant buried surface/historic fill layer(s), and natural BC horizon.
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Figure 12. Ground truth results for strong-case GPR anomalies. All GT units measured ~2 by
3 m in size, oriented N-S, and were excavated by a small backhoe. Blue line represents the
distribution of historic artifacts as recovered during shovel testing, GT units, and casual
observation from surface contexts. In a few cases, GPR blocks listed as ‘done’ were not
surveyed in their entirety due to various natural and cultural obstacles such as push-piles, dune
boundaries, boat launch, trees, etc.
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Figure 13. View of GT unit 3-3 showing buried surface/historic fill layer, looking east. Note that
this buried surface was artifact poor. Also note high water table that severely eroded unit walls.

Figure 14. View of Pit feature 1 within GT unit 3-15, looking west.
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Figure 15. West wall of GT unit 3-17 showing sub-A horizon midden soils. Note the wide
separation between natural A horizon and midden soil.

Figure 16. West wall profile of GT unit 3-44 showing sub-A horizon midden soils. Note the
limited separation between natural A horizon and midden layers.
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The Historic Foundation 3 assemblage does not appear to represent an intact foundation, but
instead a demolished structural remnant. The assemblage appears to be a single continuous
scatter, although the full extent was not determined. The presence of stoneware suggests a 19th
through early 20th C. building, perhaps a residence. As such, it is possible that this assemblage
represents a structural remnant associated with historic Singapore.

Figure 17. Black transfer-print whiteware sherd (lower right) recovered from buried midden in
GT unit 3-44. Upper image demonstrates an example of entire plate with Carolina print pattern
and lower left represents makers mark (please note that these complete items were not
recovered during investigation).
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Figure 18. View of GT unit 2-28 and Historic Foundation 1. Thin, rebar-reinforced, concrete
wall extended beyond the base of the excavation unit at ~ 1 m depth. The western-most point of
exposed foundation represents a corner of the foundation with western wall running south to
southeast (not exposed). The interior of the foundation was filled with dark sediment and some
artifacts.

Figure 19. North wall profile of GT unit 2-13 and Historic Foundation 2. Note various fill layers
beneath thickened A horizon and brick and mortared river cobbles in spoils pile representing
part of the foundation. Infilling water represents water table.
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Historic Foundation 4 is represented by several concrete blocks within a shallow trench, or
pit-like feature identified in GT unit 3-49. The trench was identified between 0.4 and 0.55 m
below the present surface and contained various disturbed concrete fragments. The trench
feature extends outside the unit to the east. Artifacts were entirely absent from this feature except
for an aluminum washer. In addition to the trench features, two circular stains were identified
that may represent post holes. These possible post holes were approximately 0.3. to 0.35 m in
diameter and were devoid of artifacts or building debris. The lack of domestic debris, the
presence of an aluminum washer, and its central location, all suggest a modern foundation
associated with the Broward Marine facility.

Figure 20. View of GT unit 3-49 and Historic Foundation 4, looking south. The shallow trench
and two possible post holes are outlined in black. Yellow arrow marks location of dislodged
concrete fragment.
Historic Foundation 5 was identified during excavation of GT unit 3-32 during investigation
of A-40-80-01 (Figure 21). This foundation is located immediately north of the aforementioned
Structure 2. Historic Foundation 5 consists of a scatter of brick and concrete block fragments,
including one large concrete block section measuring ~0.8 m in length. The foundation was
identified immediately below a gravel lens which was just below the A horizon. The foundation
appears to extend to the east and south. To the north east of the large concrete block was a
circular stain, approximately 15 cm in diameter, and containing a large number and variety of
square-cut nails (Figure 22). The exclusive presence of square-cut nails indicates a 19th C.
deposit. As such, it is probable that this assemblage represents a structural remnant associated
with historic Singapore. Given the size of the blocks, it appears to represent a fairly substantial
building and given its location, it may even represent the foundation of the saw mill or general
store.
Artifacts
Investigations identified a range of artifacts from surface, GT units, and shovel tests. Various
post 1950s artifacts were observed throughout the southwestern section of the project area and
these artifacts largely were not collected due to their modern age. Most of these are architectural
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and appear related to the Broward Marine facility. Large numbers of aluminum brackets and
other pieces were identified and again appear associated with the Broward Marine facility.

Figure 21. View of GT unit 3-32 and Historic Foundation 5, looking north. North arrow resting
on large concrete block section.

Figure 22. Close view of circular stain associated with Historic Foundation 5 in GT unit 3-32.
Note the abundance of metal objects within stain area, most of which reflect various types of
square-cut nails.
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Significant for this research is the recovery of between 300 and 400 19th C. artifacts thought to
represent materials from historic Singapore (Figure 23). Many artifacts were recovered from the
surface during GPR survey and also during shovel testing of STP Area B, especially in the area
containing the Broward Marine facility. Additional historic artifacts derive from ground-truth
units. All historic artifacts were recovered from the upper ~0.8 m of sediment that often
contained mixed assemblages (historic and modern debris). This collection primarily includes
domestic, personal, and architectural debris. A high percentage of the ceramic artifacts from
surface contexts have exfoliated surfaces that may represent freeze-thaw conditions. If accurate,
evidence of prolonged exposure to extreme temperature shifts provides further support the idea
that many of the historic artifacts, even some of the earliest 19th C. objects, have been exposed
at the surface for long periods of time. A single prehistoric/protohistoric artifact was identified
during shovel testing. This artifact was a single flake fragment measuring less than 1 inch and
manufactured from unidentified chert. The flake was recovered from STP 167 within a Bw
horizon between 40 and 90 cm in depth. ‘Flakes’ are byproducts of the tool manufacturing or
maintenance process and are not tools themselves. No additional prehistoric/protohistoric
artifacts were identified during investigation.
Although current evidence suggests that many of the 19th C. artifacts are from disturbed, or
mixed, contexts, ground truth units and shovel tests also identified partially intact deposits in
several locations across the southern project area. This includes (i) midden deposits in GT units
2-10, 3-16, 3-17, 3-43, 3-44, and 3-45 and also within STP 148; (ii) Pit Feature 1 in GT unit 315; (iii) foundation remnants associated with Historic Foundation 3 in GT units 3-9, 3-10, 3-47,
and 3-48; and (iv) foundation remnants associated with Historic Foundations 2 and 5 in GT
units 2-3 and 3-32.

Figure 23. Representative sample of nineteenth-century ceramics thought to be associated with
historic Singapore (20AE619). Top Row (left to right): (i) and (ii) blue transfer-print whiteware
rim sherds (~1830-1870), (iii) hand-painted, shell edge decorated pearlware (~1800-1820).
Bottom Row (left to right): (i) blue annular banded whiteware (~1830-1900), (ii) brown
transfer-print whitewear (~1830-1850), (iii) flow-blue transfer print whiteware (~1840-1900),
(iv) hand-painted, polychrome pearlware (~1795-1840). Scale in centimeters.
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations
AAL’s initial findings are presented below. Importantly, the results of the shovel testing, bucket
augering, GPR survey, and ground-truth unit excavation, have substantially increased our
understanding of the Marina landscape and the potential distribution of cultural materials.
Although technically a Phase I survey, the intensity and scope of archaeological work conducted
for this project allows for assessment of eligibility for several historic deposits identified during
testing. At the end of this document, AAL provides several recommendations based on project
results.
a) Based on archaeological and geotechnical boring data (provided to AAL by the client),
the Marina has a high water table no deeper than 1.5 m below the modern surface at
177.6 to 177.8 m amsl. It appears that the modern elevation of the water table at the
Marina has remained static for the last 4000 yrs. Review of Baedke and Thompson's
(2000) proxy and historic records reconstruction of Lake Michigan water levels
demonstrates little change since the middle Holocene (Figure 24). Importantly, Marina
water table elevations respond to the base level of the Kalamazoo River which, in turn,
is constrained by the base level of Lake Michigan. Currently, water levels for both the
Kalamazoo River and Lake Michigan are ~177.24 m amsl which is only slightly higher
than the 1819-1999 historic average. Even during the reported low-water periods, the
water table base level for the Marina would have lowered no more than 2.5 m below
current levels. Collectively, data suggest great stability in water table levels for the past
4000 yrs in the Marina, especially the last 200 years where historic records provide an
accurate account of Lake Michigan water levels.
b) Review of Figure 24 also demonstrates that Lake Michigan base level rose to over 180.5
m amsl during the Nipissing I Phase, or Nipissing high stand, approximately 4,500 yrs
BP. During this time, rising base level of Lake Michigan would have resulted in
inundation, or embayment, of the current Marina landform. Wave processes would have
severely reworked pre-4,500 yrs BP sediments and likely impacted any cultural
resources located on the ancestral Marina landform. Since ca. 4,000 yrs BP, eolian
processes have been the primary agent for landform development in the Marina area,
especially the upper 2.5 m of sediment. The large parabolic, transgressive dunes that
flank the Marina to the west likely were formed in response to the Nipissing I phase
which would have provided ample sediment supply for dune construction (Arbogast
and Loope 1999). This dune complex rises approximately 10 m above the current
Marina landform. Importantly, geomorphological, hydrological, and archaeological
data suggest that the highest potential for intact prehistoric/protohistoric resources in the
Marina area proper is within the upper 2.5 m of sediment which appears to post-date
4000 yrs BP.
c) The age of >2.5 m deep deposits for the Marina is uncertain but GPR results suggest a
younger episode of eolian sedimentation and dune construction between 2 and 4 m
depth (Figure 7). If this interpretation is correct, earlier eolian deposition could only
have occurred during a period of significantly lower lake levels. For example, the
Marina water table level would have to have been as low as 174 m amsl to allow for
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eolian processes to act on sediments at lower depths (between 4 and 6 m). The most
likely time for this would be during the Pleistocene when Lake Michigan base levels
were greatly reduced due to glaciation. The potential for cultural resources within
deposits below the depth of 2.5 m is minimal.

Figure 24. Reconstructed Late to Middle Holocene Lake Michigan water levels based on proxy
data and post-1819 historical records (redrawn from Jay Baedke and Alan Thompson 2000;
Figure 7). Data bracketed as projected high-low water level extremes. Note that since 4500 yrs
BP lake elevation has never been more than ~2.5 m below the historic average of 176.7 m.
Elevation data is based on the 1985 International Great Lakes Datum.
d) Only a single prehistoric/protohistoric (<A.D. 1837) flake fragment was identified
during investigation. It is impossible to precisely date this artifact. No features (trash
pits, postmolds, fire hearths), or other evidence of substantial occupation (e.g., presence
of a village, seasonal camp, fishing camp, etc.) was identified in the upper ~ 1 m of
sediment as a result of the current archaeological and GPR investigations. It is worth
noting that the background research provided by Walz (2017) also makes no mention
of Native American occupation within the project area. Based on geomorphological
data presented above, there is little potential that Native American deposits are buried
at significant depths within the Marina project area. Any such cultural deposits would
have been expected within the upper 2.5 m of sediment. The single
prehistoric/protohistoric flake likely reflects a short-term activity such as a temporary
hunting/fishing foray. No evidence of longer-term occupation was identified.
e) Unlike prehistoric/protohistoric material, abundant evidence of historic resources were
identified in the Marina area. Historic artifacts and other features (i.e., foundations,
midden, pit features, fill layers) are generally restricted to the upper 0.8 m of sediment
on the current landscape. The current artifact inventory suggests between 200 and 400,
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19th C. historic artifacts likely associated with historic Singapore were recovered from
surface, near-surface, and stratified, or buried, contexts including pearlware, transferprint whiteware, stoneware, square-cut nails, ceramic smoking pipes, etc. These artifacts
were recovered from a broad 2.72-hectare area within the protected valley of the Marina
area. Although many of these artifacts are from obviously disturbed, or mixed, deposits,
some come from intact, or minimally disturbed, contexts that suggest that portions of
Singapore retain archaeological integrity. Nineteenth century features retaining
archaeological integrity include (i) midden deposits in GT units 2-10, 3-16, 3-17, 3-43,
3-44, and 3-45 and in STP 148; (ii) Pit Feature 1 in GT unit 3-15; (iii) foundation
remnants associated with Historic Foundation 3 in GT units 3-9, 3-10, 3-47, and 3-48;
and (iv) foundation remnants associated with Historic Foundations 2 and 5 in GT units
2-3 and 3-32. In addition to these, a suspected early 20th C. foundation in GT unit 2-28
also yielded an intact foundation wall (Historic Foundation 1).
f) With the possible exception of Pit Feature 1, no evidence of deep shaft features were
identified in GPR survey data or through ground truth excavation. The lack of shaft
features likely is related to the high water table that would have significantly restricted
attempts at constructing deep privies or wells during historic times. In fact, it was nearly
impossible to excavate a unit deeper than 1.5 m with a backhoe before collapse due to
the sandy matrix and inflowing ground water. Additionally, the high water table and
sandy matrix also would have precluded historic construction of basements or deep
foundations, greatly reducing the potential for archaeological subsurface features. This
may account for why all historic resources have been restricted to the top 0.8 m of
sediment in the Marina area.
g) Modern, post-1950s, artifacts and architectural debris also were identified from
throughout the 2.72-hectare artifact scatter. Shovel testing in STP Area B confirmed that
much of this area is heavily disturbed and contains mixed archaeological deposits. Most
of modern materials were not collected due to their obvious young age and they likely
are associated with the Broward Marine facility and other, post-Singapore, residential
houses or cabins. Again, all modern artifacts were observed from near-surface (<0.5 m)
contexts.
h) A total of 89 strong-case GPR anomalies were identified and the majority were groundtruthed through hand probing and mechanical excavation. Approximately half of these
anomalies yielded no cultural remains or features. These ‘false positives’ appear to
reflect the disturbed nature of the Marina area that has an abundance of stray metal
objects and other dense materials such as buried logs/tree stumps/branches. Much of
these materials represent land clearance-construction-destruction of the Broward
Marine facility. These dense, and often electromagnetically reflective, objects
complicate the interpretation of GPR anomalies. The remaining 50% of anomalies had
some discernable cultural component that accounts for the signal. These include
foundations, fill layers, modern building debris, pit features, buried surface/historic fill
layers, and possibly intact 19th C. midden. GT units were crucial in providing a better
understanding of the nature of GPR anomalies for the project area.
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Based on these preliminary findings, the following recommendations are forwarded.
1) The combination of shovel testing in STP Area B, GPR, and ground-truth excavations
revealed that several sections within the Marina area retain intact archaeological
deposits likely associated with historic Singapore (20AE619). This includes three
foundations (Historic Foundations 2, 3, and 4), one pit feature (Pit Feature 1), and a
possibly intact 19th C. artifact midden that is discontinuously distributed across a portion
of the western edge of the valley. Artifact types associated with these deposits are
diverse and are related to subsistence, architecture, and domestic activities. The
archaeological integrity, coupled with the obvious historical and cultural importance of
Singapore (Lane 1994; Lorenz 1983), indicates that these deposits have potential for
yielding information concerning the early occupation of Allegan County and more
broadly on the early logging/milling industry in Michigan (e.g., Franzen 1992).
Archaeological deposits have potential to yield site-specific information on Singapore
citizens including issues related to socio-economic status, access to regional and world
markets for material goods, subsistence strategies, methods of human waste disposal
(especially given the absence of privy shafts), etc. Archaeological information also can
provide information on broad social and cultural developments in southern Michigan
such as the early development of the logging/milling industry, the process of
industrialization, and issues related to environmental degradation or resource depletion.
2) For the reasons just listed, AAL recommends that all areas retaining archaeological
integrity are eligible for inclusion to the NRHP under Criterion D (information
potential) and should be avoided by the proposed project if possible. This includes Areas
A, B, and C as outlined in Figure 25. National Register boundaries drawn on Figure 25
were based upon the distribution of GPR anomalies and identification of intact deposits
through ground-truth and shovel test excavations. Based on current construction plans
for the marina basin, tie-backs, and temporary stockpiles, Areas A and B will not be
impacted by the proposed project, but Area C is located directly within the proposed
marina basin. For Area C, AAL recommends Phase III archaeological mitigation be
conducted prior to the initiation of construction. If construction plans change such that
Areas A and B can no longer be avoided by the project, AAL recommends Phase III
archaeological mitigation be conducted on these resources as well. Phase III
investigations should include some combination of hand and mechanical excavation to
better document deposits and recover diagnostic artifacts.
3) Historic Foundation 1 also reflects intact archaeological remains, although the structure
is thought to be a post-Singapore deposit based on architectural and artifactual remains.
The location of this structure is designated as Area D in Figure 25 and was defined
through the distribution of GPR anomalies and ground-truth and shovel test excavations.
Based on ground-truth work, the foundation extends to the southeast, away from the
current project area. The National Register eligibility for this foundation has not been
determined. Based on current construction plans for the marina basin, tie-backs, and
temporary stockpiles, Area D will not be impacted by the proposed project. If plans
change such that Area D cannot be avoided by the project, AAL recommends Phase II
archaeological investigation be conducted to determine the eligibility of the resource.
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Phase II investigation should include further hand and mechanical excavation to better
document deposits and recover diagnostic artifacts.
4) Although portions of Singapore have been found to retain intact archaeological deposits
eligible for the NRHP, investigations also have demonstrated that substantial portions
of the original settlement have been severely impacted or entirely destroyed within the
boundaries of the current survey area. Much of this destruction appears related to the
construction, and recent dismantling, of the Broward Marine facility. Due to these
factors, AAL recommends that disturbed areas within the Marina project area have low
potential for retaining deposits eligible for inclusion to NRHP. Accordingly, AAL
recommends that no further archaeological work be conducted for these areas.
5) Archaeological investigations, both shovel testing, augering, and mechanical ground
truthing, in the northeastern portion of the project area (STP Area A) revealed only
limited archaeological material and no subsurface features. Although several 19th C.
artifacts were identified in this area, it does not appear to have been a substantial part of
historic Singapore. Due to these factors, AAL recommends that the northeastern portion
of the Marina project area has low potential for inclusion to NRHP. Accordingly, AAL
recommends that no further archaeological work be conducted in this area.
6) Finally, the Marina Basin, Stage 2 Fieldwork section of the initial research design
(Purtill 2017:6) called for a second GPR survey following removal of overburden as a
means to “allow for extended imaging to depths beyond the initial survey as a means to
search for deeply buried cultural deposits.” This stage called for GPR survey of the
Marina basin footprint, or approximately 6-7 acres. But this stage of the research design
was developed prior to fieldwork and with limited information regarding the
geomorphology and hydrology of the area. As such, the Stage 2 Fieldwork was designed
to determine the potential that cultural resources were buried at extreme depths (e.g., >4
m) in the Marina area. As outlined above, combined archaeological, hydrological, and
geomorphological data suggest that the potential for cultural resources, historic or
prehistoric/protohistoric, are extremely low for sediments below the depth of 2.5 m.
Moreover, the initial GPR survey produced good results for the upper 4 to 6 m of
sediment which is within the range of where cultural materials would be expected.
Accordingly, the proposed Stage 2 Fieldwork, or second GPR survey, appears
unnecessary at this point and AAL recommends that it not be conducted.
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Figure 25. Distribution of areas determined to have high archaeological sensitivity.
Areas A, B, and C recommended eligible for inclusion to National Register of Historic
Places. Area D recommended as potentially eligible for inclusion to the National
Register of Historic Places.
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